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Computational Fluid Dynamics has the potential to enhance the rocket design and 

development process in different areas by replacing empiricism in the legacy design tools 

with a higher fidelity physics based approach. A significant use of a validated CFD tool is 

able to boost the initial design process by including relevant physical models, it can be further 

used as guidance for definition and execution of the subscale test campaign reducing the 

uncertainty of scaling subscale test data to the full scale design. Otherwise CFD models can 

be used to interpret and understand data when dealing with experimental rebuilding. 

Within this frame the HYPROB program [1], coherently with CIRA programmatic guidelines 

in the field of Aerospace Propulsion, aims to improve CIRA design and research capabilities 

on Liquid and Hybrid Rocket Engines by developing enabling qualified technologies and 

corresponding high-fidelity simulation tools to support the design of propulsion systems. 

One of the objectives of the HYPROB-HYBRID program is to develop a high-fidelity 

simulation tool to perform accurate simulations of hybrid-rocket thrust chambers with suitable 

numerical and physical models. For this purpose OpenFOAM is chosen for its structure and 

flexibility as a starting point for building a propulsion oriented CFD software platform to 

support analysis and design of rocket engines. 

This paper documents the status of an effort to understand and compare the predictive 

capabilities and resource requirements of OpenFOAM on a typical rocket design problem, 

involving compressible reacting flows. Due to the lack of experimental data, especially for 

hybrid rockets, as a first step a well-documented test on a GO2/GH2 thrust chamber is 

considered. The selected rocket thrust chamber, including the injector, combustion chamber 

and nozzle, as target case, is derived from the experiments of Santoro and Pal performed at 

the Pennsylvania State University’s Cryogenic Laboratory [4]. The purpose of the 

experimental activity was to characterize the chamber wall heat flux for a single element 

injector using gaseous oxygen (GO2) and gaseous hydrogen (GH2) as propellants with focus 
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on providing benchmark quality data for CFD code validation.  

This case is simulated with OpenFOAM reproducing mixing, combustion processes and the 

related thermal environment, see Figure 1. Quantitative and qualitative comparisons are 

performed with available experimental data for wall heat-flux and literature results of several 

CFD tools implementing different approaches that covers a range of simulation fidelities, 

including RANS, URANS, and LES [2][3]. The results show a good agreement with the 

experimental data and significant differences in the flow fields when compared to the other 

CFD tools, as expected, and are discussed in the paper. The possible degree of OpenFOAM 

demonstrated accuracy is revealed respect to each level of fidelity found in literature and the 

computational times to achieve these different levels of accuracy are compared.  

 

Figure 1: Time-averaged distributions of temperature, [K]. 
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